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CALCULATION OF FTE VALUE OF AN ASSIGNMENT.  

Earnable  vs served:  For any given  assignment,  the  FTE served  is calculated  from the  FTE 
available  (earnable).   Calculate  the  FTE served  by multiplying the  FTE available  by the  ratio of 
the  hours  served  to the  total hours  available  (earnable)  in the  assignment.   Time served  is 
authorized  time actually present  on the  job; absence  time, whether  on leave  or unauthorized,  
paid  or unpaid,  is not time served.   

The  load  for teaching  assignments  for credit classes  is as  found  in Table  A of Article 13,  other  
than  courses  scheduled  in individualized  mode  such  as  in the  Learning  Resources  Center,  and  
except  for coaching  (level 500 P.E.  classes)  which is set  at  24 per  Article 14.   The  load  for 
individualized  LRC classes  is 25; for noncredit classes  for which the  District receives  
apportionment,  the  load  is 25.   For nonteaching  assignments  the  load  is as  provided  in Article 
13:  for librarians,  30; for all other  non-teaching,  35.   Hourly rate  assignments  are  paid on the  
hourly credit teaching  schedule  only for credit teaching  including coaching.   Hourly noncredit 
teaching  assignments  are  paid on the  noncredit schedule.   For other  hourly-rate  assignments,  
the  nonteaching  hourly schedule  is used.   Not-for-credit classes  for which the  District does  not 
receive  apportionment  are  considered  nonteaching  and  the  load  is 35.   

These  loads  all refer to the  traditional (Blue) calendar.   Assignments  on compressed  (Green  or 
Red)  calendars  are  to be  made  for the  same  number  of hours  per  week  as  if the  class  were  
taught  on the  Blue  calendar,  but with dates  adjusted  to fit the  compressed  calendar  used  (18 
weeks  for full-semester  classes).   Thus  the  FTE calculations  are  done  the  same  for the  Green  
or Red  calendar  as  for the  Blue calendar.   (The  actual  class  meeting  time, and  the  actual  time 
reported  for the  assignment,  are  both adjusted  upward  (not by exactly the  same  factor) for the  
compressed  calendar  so  the  same  total work is done,  and  the  same  total time is reported,  as  if 
the  class  were  on the  Blue  calendar).

For a  given  class:

1. If the  assignment  has  a  weekly pattern  and  runs  the  entire  semester,  the  earnable  FTE value  
is the  number  of class  meeting  hours  per  week divided  by the  load.

2. The  FTE earnable  value  of an  assignment  to teach  a  class  when  taught  in short-term mode,  
i.e. other  than  full-semester,  will be  the  same  as  if the  class  had  been  taught  in full-semester  
mode,  irrespective  of the  actual  dates  or hours  the  class  meets  in the  short-term mode.   Start  
dates  and  end  dates  of the  assignment  may not be  midweek  unless  the  teaching  pattern  is 
actually interrupted  the  first or last  week.
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3. When  service  is cut short by instructor absence  (due  to late  start  or early termination  by the  
instructor) either  for full-semester  or short-term mode,  the  FTE earnable  equals  the  earnable  
FTE for the  entire  assignment,  times  the  ratio of days  of the  assignment  during which the  
instructor is present  to the  total teaching  days  of the  assignment.   Teaching  days  count  shall 
include  all days  (Monday  through  Friday) the  college  is in session  between  the  start  of the  
assignment  and  the  end  of the  assignment,  excluding holidays,  vacation  days  and  flex days.

4. When  a  class  cannot  be  identified with a  class  which can  be  taught  in full-semester  mode,  
and  has  a  weekly pattern  and  is short-term, the  earnable  FTE is the  number  of class  meeting  
hours  per  week,  divided  by the  load,  times  the  ratio of teaching  days  within the  assignment  to 
the  teaching  days  in the  term.  

5. When  a  class  cannot  be  identified with a  class  which can  be  taught  in full-semester  mode,  
and  does  not have  a  weekly pattern,  the  FTE earnable  value  is the  total number  of hours  the  
class  actually meets  in the  semester,  divided  by the  average  number  of teaching  weeks  in the  
semester,  divided  by the  load.   The  average  number  of teaching  weeks  in the  semester  is the  
number  of teaching  days  in the  semester  divided  by 5.

A "teaching  day" is defined  as  a  day  of the  week,  other  than  Saturday  and  Sunday,  during the  
semester,  excluding  holidays,  vacation  days  and  staff development  (flex) days,  but including 
final exam days.

Holidays  apply to all semesters  and  terms;  the  pattern  of staff development  days,  final exam 
days,  and  faculty vacation  days  may vary between  the  three  alternate  calendars  available  to a  
college  under  the  faculty agreement.   Also for a  given  calendar  used  by a  college,  exam  and  
vacation  days  may vary from that  in the  calendar  for a  nontraditional  module,  if agreed  to by the  
parties.   If work occurs  on a  day which per  the  calendar  is a  faculty vacation  day or flex day,  
use  method  #5 above.

For a  nonteaching  assignment,  the  FTE earnable  value  is calculated  as  in 1 - 5 above,  with the  
actual  assigned  hours  of service  per  week replacing  the  class  hours  per  week.

PRINCIPLE OF LEVEL PAY

The  principle  of level pay is: within a  week  of an  assignment,  not more  than  1/4 of the  hours  
assigned  per  pay  period  may be  reported  for payment.

In order  for the  FTE calculated  for various  assignments  to reflect accurately the  work 
performed,  the  rate  of work reflected  in the  assignment  must  be  a  reliable  measure.   The  hours  
per  pay period  is generally interpreted  as  a  measurement  of a  rate,  rather  than  an  expression  
of total hours  worked  within a  pay period  regardless  of the  arrangement  of the  hours.   Thus  with  
an  assignment  of 40HP  which extends  for 4 weeks,  the  work should  be  10 hours  in each  of the  
4 weeks.   If the  assignment  is for 2 weeks,  the  maximum work and  pay authorized  is 20 hours,  
not 40.   However,  in the  payroll system  when  time reported  is processed  to be  paid for one  pay 
period,  the  system  will pay up to a  maximum of the  hours  per  pay period  value  for the  
assignment.
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Due  to this  anomaly of interpretation,  in some  cases  work and  pay are  considered  to be  
authorized  up to the  maximum.  Specifically, a  one  day assignment  for 10HP  can  authorize  
working 10 hours  on that  day.   That  practice  makes  the  HP value  meaningless  as  a  measure  of 
rate  of work.  In such  a  case  the  principle  of level pay  is not followed,  and  one  must  use  caution  
in interpreting  the  assignment  as  the  FTE value  may be  larger  than  what the  hours  per  pay 
period  value  would predict.

If the  principle  of level pay is violated,  the  college  MUST use  method  #5 above  to compute  the  
FTE value.

Article 13.C.1  provides  that  the  FTE earnable  for all hourly rate  faculty assignments  in a  
semester,  both regular  and  specially funded,  may not total in excess  of 60% of full-time.  For a  
temporary faculty member,  a  semester  in which the  FTE served  in all monthly and  hourly rate  
faculty assignments,  excluding specially funded,  exceeds  60% shall count  as  one  of the  
maximum of two such  semesters  permitted  during any period  of three  consecutive  academic  
years.
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